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Endnotes:
  1) 1:1: Instead of ‘‘sanctified” (heµgiasmenois) the critical

(NU) text reads ‘‘beloved” (eµgapeµmenois). The strong
condemnation of immorality in this letter is probably bet-
ter introduced by its opposite, ‘‘sanctified.”

  2) 1:4: The word ‘‘God” is omitted by the NU text. The two
‘‘Lords” are different words in the original. In ‘‘Lord Jesus”
the usual word Kurios is used. In ‘Lord God” a synonym,
Despotes, occurs. (Our derivative ‘‘despot” is not a good
translation due to its bad connotation in English.) Both
words mean ‘‘Lord,” ‘‘Master,” or ‘‘Owner.”

 3) 1:4: ‘‘Liberal” means free, but in religion it refers to those
who deny major doctrines of the faith, such as inspiration,
the virgin birth, the deity of Christ, and the blood atone-
ment. So-called liberals are often open to any doctrine or
religion, as long as it is not the orthodox biblical teaching.

 4) 1:4: The Neo- (‘New”) Orthodox are not really orthodox.
They accept some of the teachings of the Bible, but use
orthodox terminology to mask unbiblical unbelief. For ex-
ample, the Bible ‘becomes” the word of God to the Neo-
Orthodox if it ‘speaks to him.” To the orthodox believer, the
Bible is the word of God.

   5) 1:11: C. A. Coates, An Outline of Mark’s Gospel and other
Ministry, p. 125.

   6) 1:12: They called the feast an agapeµ, literally ‘love.”
  7) 1:12: The best reading is ‘‘carried away” or ‘‘carried

along,” as in the oldest (NU) and also the majority of mss.
(majority text). The reading of the Textus Receptus, KJV,
and NKJV (‘‘carried about”) has weak support.

  8) 1:14: William Kelly, ‘‘Lectures on the Epistle of Jude,” The
Serious Christian, I:123.

 9) 1:14: ‘‘Comes” translates the aorist (eµlthe). This may
translate a Semitic prophetic perfect, a future event seen
as so certain that it is expressed in the past.

10) 1:22: The textual variants here are further complicated by
the fact that the Greek verb diakrinomai can mean ‘‘doubt-
ing” or ‘‘making a distinction.” See NKJV footnotes on
verses 22, 23.





11) 1:23: J. B. Mayor, The Epistle of St. Jude and the Second
Epistle of St. Peter, p. 51.

12) 1:24: The majority text reads ‘‘them” for ‘‘you,” meaning
those sinning in the previous verses that spiritual Chris-
tians strive to save.

13) 1:25: As a constant reading of the textual notes in the
NKJV NT will show, the NU text (largely Alexandrian) is
very prone to be shorter (to ‘‘omit”) than the Traditional
and Majority Texts. Hence, when it adds something it is
especially interesting. In verse 25, three additions are
made, so that it reads:

 To the only God our Savior,
Through Jesus Christ our Lord,
Be glory and majesty,
Dominion and power,
Before all time, etc.

It does omit the word ‘‘wise”, however.
Perhaps Jude’s perennially popular benediction was re-
cited in this longer form in the Egyptian churches.
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